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Made With Love How Babies Are
Made
The struggles of women to gain an education are well-known,
but the three generations of women in The Followers are
determined in more ways in their desire to learn. Initially
members of a devout fundamentalist Presbyterian community
in the mid-nineteenth century, we follow their lives and loves
as they travel across three continents to achieve their various
goals. Margaret, strong but gentle, the second wife of a
farmer in Nova Scotia, gives birth to her fourth daughter,
Catharine, who is different from her siblings even as a
youngster. While her mother is unable to read and write,
Catharine makes decisions that often do not meet with the
family's approval. Her own daughter, Maggie, has very
different goals, which also run contrary to the family's
expectations. We come to admire these women as we follow
their journeys through life and are drawn to hope as much as
they do that their ambitions will be achieved.
Babies Are Made With Love is the world's most universal
story told in its most universal language: emojis. Created for
parents who want to be completely open and honest with
their children about where babies come from, Babies Are
Made With Love is a sweet, genuine and humorous approach
to sex-ed. (Picture the Birds and the Bees with full-frontal
emoji nudity). This book is an endearing mix of dirty and
adorable, helping kids understand that babies are born from
an act that encompasses both love and pleasure. If you're
looking for storks and fairytales, this might not be for you.
This is a whole-hearted embrace of baby making, free of
shame and full of laughs.
What does it mean to be a disciple? The call of discipleship is
more than programs and Bible study. In King Jesus and the
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Beauty of Obedience-Based Discipleship, David Young
presents a bold call for obedience-based discipleship and
argues that it alone is the proper response to the kingship of
Jesus. Many have wrongly associated obedience with bad
theology, believing that Jesus' demand for obedience is a
form of works righteousness or legalism. Others simply don't
like obedience and resist the demands Jesus makes in calling
us to follow him. But if we surrender to the kingship of Jesus,
we will find the life we were designed to live. We are
accustomed to calling Jesus "Savior." And we should. But
until recently, many in the Western church have not learned
to call Jesus "King." The kingship of Jesus has implications
for how we live. We can either rebel against him, raising
puppet kings and constructing our own kingdoms, or we can
submit to him in obedience-based discipleship. Could it be
that you are still sitting on the throne of your life, treating King
Jesus as a mere advisor? What would change in your life if
you started treating Jesus as nothing short of your King?
Young unpacks five principles for those who wish to follow
Jesus as King. Surrender to the authority of King Jesus
Embrace the mission of King Jesus Live immersed in King
Jesus Obey the teachings of King Jesus Behold the presence
of King Jesus Following these five steps awakens us to a life
truly worth living, a life of power, peace, beauty, and love.
This is eternal life, that we would know and follow Jesus as
King of the Universe, and king over our lives. After all, you
don’t merely believe in kings. You obey them.
Psychologist Kai Ferguson has had his eye on Kori
Williamson for a long time. His assistant is everything he’s
ever wanted in a partner—smart, caring, witty, and a bit of a
masochist. More than a little, actually, but that’s the problem.
Kori won’t admit her own desires. She’s afraid of him and
what he has to offer. Luckily for her, helping patients face
their fears is one of his specialties. Kori knows she wants Kai.
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Her boss is the most amazing man she’s ever met. She’s
also smart enough to stay away from him. Having been down
this road before, she knows it only leads to heartache. She’s
just found a place where she can belong. Another failed
relationship is the last thing she needs. It’s better to guard
her heart and let Kai think she’s frightened of his dark,
dominant nature. When Kai is recruited for an operation with
McKay-Taggart, everything is turned upside down. Kai’s
brother, international superstar Jared Johns, is in town and
Kai must juggle his family issues along with a desperate hunt
for a serial killer. The investigation throws Kori and Kai
together, and they quickly discover the chemistry between
them is undeniable. But even if their newfound love can
survive his secrets and her lies, it may not be enough to save
them both from a killer’s twisted obsession. A Masters and
Mercenaries Novel by Lexi Blake
Embroidery has never looked this good or been so
colorful--65 projects to stitch your way to a more colorful
home. With inspiration and encouragement from designer and
colorist Kristin Nicholas, would-be and experienced stitchers
alike will find dozens of embroidery projects that add
exuberance to every room in the house. Nicholas's collection
opens with pillow covers in dancing colors on unexpected
patterns and fabrics, such as stripes and plaids, velvets and
corduroys. For kitchens, she offers a joyfully polka-dotted tea
cozy or jewel-bright, purchased napkins and tablecloth
creatively stitched with floral motifs. Personalized wedding
gifts include a luxurious, monogrammed cashmere throw and
his-and-hers hot water bottle covers; or for the perfect baby
gift, a cozy matching blanket and teddy bear set. Many
projects feature fabrics from flea markets and thrift shops,
with complete how-to on hand-felting and hand-dyeing
sweaters and blankets for the very softest, most colorful look.
With her ribbon-stitched craft boxes (perfect for
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scrapbookers), embroidered stationery, and even a pair of
espadrilles, the author explores an exciting world of
embroidering on unexpected surfaces and materials.
Made with LoveHow Babies are Made
Losing her husband Dennis unexpectedly in 2011, at the
young age of 47, Debra was faced with handling grief in the
only way she knew how, with strength, grace and much
laughter. Debra worked through her tears by posting to her
husband each day (for one year) on a social media website
after his passing. She credits her “seeing the light of day” by
sharing funny stories of their time together and walking
through the pain, not alone, but with her ever growing
unshakeable faith in God and the resounding love of many
who have taken this journey each day with her. Through her
stories, her daily blog (thehappywidow.com) and her posts
she has used her distinctively unique humor, desire to honor
the love of her life, and her ability to “tell it like it is” to inspire,
lift, and encourage others in a way seldom seen. “Losing the
one you love suddenly is like being put on a roller coaster ride
(and I have always hated those). You rise slowly, fall fast,
hold on for dear life, and scream not so nice words that you
hope those around you didn’t hear. But when you get off this
ride, while you may not want to buy another ticket, you are so
proud of yourself for just being able to say you let go, threw
your hands in the air the entire time and you indeed lived
through it.” You will laugh, you will cry, at time you will pray
you never personally know how she truly feels, but after you
read this book that was written to her sweet husband Dennis
and for her children Timothy and Sarah, you will believe that
just maybe there is a way to face death and come out smiling.
With a something for every occasion, this go-to resource has
the perfect quilt to express any sentiment. Whatever your skill
level, you can stitch gift quilts the recipient will appreciate.
Find 19 engaging quilts that are easy to piece, satisfying to
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construct, and simply stunning Create a memorable outward
sign of caring for any occasion: birth, graduation,
housewarming, wedding, anniversary, deployment, illness,
and more Choose fabrics to enhance the message of each
quilt--use precuts and scraps as well as yardage
Does science prove God's existence or provide more reasons
to doubt? Does God truly exist? That is the age-old seemingly
unanswerable question. But what if there was an answer?
What if the answer has been staring us right in the face for
centuries, but we've been too busy missing the forest for the
trees? This book invites you to take a step back and look at
the broader picture. It offers anecdotes, observations and,
most importantly, scientific evidence of the universal, allencompassing, culture-transcending purpose that connects
us all. In that purpose, we find many paths to a knowledge
that has eluded humankind for as long as we have had the
ability to wonder: proof that God does indeed exist. We find
this knowledge in the stars, in the nature of time, in the laws
of physics, in our own bodies, and in equations as complex
as advanced calculus and unconditional love. It's just a matter
of knowing where (and how) to look. In a centuries-old debate
that has always placed science in an adversarial role with
faith, this book brings the two camps together, using logic and
reason to prove the existence of God. For the atheist, these
pages eschew scriptural references in favor of evolutionary,
philosophical, cultural, and natural evidence. For the believer,
this book enhances your faith with affirmative arguments
steeped in mathematics, particle physics, and a host of other
scientific and real-world observations. And for anyone who
has ever looked up at the sky and wondered what might lie
beyond, this book provides a clear, compelling, life-affirming
answer. "Desire is the starting point of all achievement, not a
hope, not a wish, but a keen pulsating desire which
transcends everything." "" Napoleon Hill "As a secularist and
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humanist who doesn't share the same conclusions, I was
surprised with what an enjoyable read this is. This is the
strongest summary to date that I've seen for the Theist
position." "" Jeremy Runnells, author of the CES Letter
"Written through a Euro-centric philosophical and western
science lens, one has the opportunity to consider not only the
argument for and against the belief in a God, but to
contemplate a middle ground where the dualities of such sit
squarely within the most important part of the equation- the
one who asks the question. This book is a worthwhile read,
particularly for those seeking to dive more deeply into the
self." "" Jonathan Webb, Dr. of Theology
In Beyond the Baby Blues: Anxiety and Depression During
and After Pregnancy Rebecca Fox Starr gives a candid
account of her battle with prenatal and postpartum anxiety
and depression. Rebecca’s story has touched readers
deeply and, as her own journey has continued, so has her
story, having veered in an unexpected direction: the decision
about a future baby. What many people do not realize is that
the idea of another pregnancy post-postpartum can be
cripplingly frightening to a woman and her loved ones.
Rebecca addresses this woefully in her first book, opening up
about her sadness that her “shop is closed.” Having a baby
was an option taken off the table, for a reason completely out
of her control. Until it wasn’t. In 2017 Rebecca and her
husband began exploring the idea of expanding their family,
and, therefore consulted experts in the fields of obstetrics and
gynecology, psychiatry, perinatal mental health, fertility,
adoption, surrogacy, and grief (in coping with the idea that,
despite all of the options, the most sound of all could be to
not have another child). Books on the topic of pregnancy after
postpartum depression are scarce, making it difficult to find
support or advice. This book, anchored in Rebecca’s story,
offers an informative guide to the expert advice and insight,
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alongside current research, for women who want to explore
pregnancy and other family expansion options after
postpartum depression. With heartfelt stories, clinical data,
and a consideration of the range of options and the emotions
that along with them, Rebecca’s book fills a gaping hole in an
area that leaves too many women feeling abjectly alone.
Ever since I started going “up north” (Cheboygan, Michigan;
Black Lake area), I have experienced the tranquility and
soothing silence of the winter days and nights up there. Going
for walks and taking in the unexplainable beauty of the area
in the winter time was something that I always looked forward
to. When on these walks, details of the scenery would seem
to come alive.......the rustling of the tree branches thick with
ice, the glistening of the snow blanketing the ground, the
beautiful sound of pure silence and the curiosity of why some
leaves were left on the trees when, tradition has it, they are
supposed to fall off when winter arrives. What caused these
special leaves to hang on so tightly and survive the winter?
This is my interpretation of why one of those leaves hung on
and enjoyed the magical things that happen “UP NORTH”.
It’s time to change the way we see babies. Drawing on
principles developed by the educator Dr Maria Montessori,
The Montessori Baby shows how to raise your baby from birth
to age one with love, respect, insight, and a surprising sense
of calm. Cowritten by Simone Davies, author of the
bestselling The Montessori Toddler, and Junnifa Uzodike, it’s
a book filled with hundreds of practical ideas for
understanding what is actually happening with your baby, and
how you can mindfully assist in their learning and
development. Including how to: Prepare yourself for
parenthood–physically, emotionally, intellectually, and
spiritually. Become an active observer to understand what
your baby is really telling you. Create Montessori spaces in
your home, including “yes” spaces where nothing is off-limits.
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Set up activities that encourage baby’s movement and
language development at their own pace Raise a secure
baby who’s ready to explore the world with confidence.
Unschooling means so much more than a hands-on, childdirected, and experience-based way of learning. It doesn't
describe a specific alternative to schooling. It just gets
schooling out of the way so various unique dynamic personal
creative ways of growing up, living, participating, and
contributing to communities can develop. When I say
"unschooling," I really mean living cooperatively with children.
What began as a way to approach my children's
learning/education has evolved into a whole lifestyle
characterized by unlimited creative possibilities for our whole
family. In other words, we perceive our life as a creative
adventure. We're all in it together. In "The Unschooling
Happiness Project," I present my family life as a creative
project, share my deeper motivations behind choosing the
unschooling lifestyle, and include some practicalities of daily
unschooling life.
In this informative and friendly picture book, children can find
simple answers to questions about how they came to be
born: How did I get into your tummy? How did the egg and
sperm turn into me? What did I eat when I was inside Mum?
The conversational text, clear explanations and child-friendly
artwork aim to make this a helpful book for all curious children
and their parents.
A price guide for collectors of Boyd Resin bears and other
creatures. The Second Edition is 50% larger than the first.
Contains the latest secondary market pricing, including early
pieces and variations. Over 2600 entries with full-color
photographs. An Officially Licensed Product of The Boyds
Collection Ltd.
Most Americans assume that shared genes or blood
relationships provide the strongest basis for family. What can
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adoption tell us about this widespread belief and American
kinship in general? Blue-Ribbon Babies and Labors of Love
examines the ways class, gender, and race shape public and
private adoption in the United States. Christine Ward Gailey
analyzes the controversies surrounding international, public,
and transracial adoption, and how the political and economic
dynamics that shape adoption policies and practices affect
the lives of people in the adoption nexus: adopters, adoptees,
birth parents, and agents within and across borders.
Interviews with white and African-American adopters,
adoption social workers, and adoption lawyers, combined with
her long-term participant-observation in adoptive
communities, inform her analysis of how adopters' beliefs
parallel or diverge from the dominant assumptions about
kinship and family. Gailey demonstrates that the ways
adoptive parents speak about their children vary across
hierarchies of race, class, and gender. She shows that
adopters' notions about their children's backgrounds and
early experiences, as well as their own "family values,"
influence child rearing practices. Her extensive interviews
with 131 adopters reveal profoundly different practices of
kinship in the United States today. Moving beyond the
ideology of "blood is thicker than water," Gailey presents a
new way of viewing kinship and family formation, suitable to
times of rapid social and cultural change.

Irv and Mary Reiss (aka Dad and Mom) wrote this book
as two letters per day for fifteen months from late 1943
through March 1945. Friends and relatives added more
letters to bring the total to nearly 1,000. Virtually all of
their letters ended with "I love you very very much" and "I
miss you very very much." It's easy to empathize with
their frustrations and anxieties about being separated
and worried, especially with the birth and nurturing of
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their first child Stephen (aka me) in June 1944. This book
title of From Burma With Love is an understatement. Irv
Reiss served in the US Army from June 27, 1941 until
September 17, 1945 for a total of 4 years, 2 months, and
20 days. Foreign service in India and Burma (Myanmar)
was 1 year, 1 month, and 23 days. The foreign service in
Burma was very intense and is the heart of this book -hence the name, From Burma With Love. Irv was a labor
officer along the Ledo Road from August 28, 1944 until
December 11, 1944. His job was to hire and feed and
pay several thousand native laborers (and a few
elephants) to help build that road from Ledo, India to
Mongyu, Burma. Read his letter of October 7, 1944.
For Kitty, the war opens more doors than ever before...
In June Tate's Every Time You Say Goodbye, the war
provides a means for escape and freedom for one
restless young woman. Perfect for fans of Dilly Court and
Lynda Page. 'Displays June's customary flair for keeping
the reader glued to the page' - Coventry Evening
Telegraph It's 1943 and Kitty Freeman is hungry for
excitement. Married for only 18 months, she's miserable.
Brian Freeman wants nothing more than a quiet life, a
tidy home and a wife to make his dinner. But when he
receives his call-up papers and is sent to France, Kitty
feels like a bird set free from its cage. Will she be able to
resist the charms of local villain Gerry Stubbs? Does the
handsome American lieutenant Jeff Ryder want more
than just friendship? One thing's for sure: the war holds
more for Kitty than she could ever have imagined... What
readers are saying about Every Time You Say Goodbye:
'June Tate is a marvellous storyteller and this is one of
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her best. Her characters are warm and engaging and her
stories are dramatic and well-paced' 'Thoroughly enjoyed
this book. Good story with lots of twists to keep you
interested' 'Five stars'
For any parent, losing a child to miscarriage, stillbirth, or
infant death is devastating. For Patricia McGivern and
her husband, Tim, it was no different. They endured fear
and physical pain from the miscarriage of their first child.
Four years later, Patricia heard a child call to her.
Thinking it was her young daughter awakening from her
nap, she turned around. But Meghan was not there; she
was sound asleep upstairs. The communication
continued, and Patricia, seeking guidance from
intermediaries, became convinced she was
communicating with her miscarried child from beyond.
Exploring this connection to her lost son, she was able to
communicate with her deceased parents as well. It was a
journey that changed Patricia's life as she never could
have imagined. With Angel Babies, Patricia explores
spirit communication with miscarried and other early-loss
babies, a phenomenon that's quite universal. Patricia
recounts her journey to bridging with her child and how
the experiences lead her to become a certified hypnotist.
In the course of her research, she met many others who
have also communicated with their lost children. Through
their inspiring stories, Angel Babies offers awareness,
hope, and comfort to anyone facing the agony of the loss
of a child.
Discover dozens of fun-and-fast NEW ways to sew
adorable accents, accessories, and gifts for every
occasion including weddings, Thanksgiving, Easter,
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Christmas and more -- using odds and ends and scraps
you have on hand plus our fast, foolproof patterns and
instructions.
The authors offer a framework that allows organizations
to go beyond quick fixes and fundraising strategies to a
broader paradigm that encompasses community and
organization building. What if every person involved with
an organization was fully engaged and shared a
common goal? What if the efforts of a relatively small
ring of staff and board members were amplified by
everyone touched by the organization, including current
and former volunteers, staff, board members, clients,
constituents, funders and supporters? That, the authors
show, is the way a charismatic organization operates.
The book provides numerous examples of how
successful organizations have made this shift, as well as
action steps that all organizations can take to perform
better. "In today’s interdependent world, nonprofit
organizations have more opportunity than ever before to
make a difference in people’s lives. Drawing upon their
extensive experience in public service, Shirley Sagawa
and Deborah Jospin identify the traits that give
successful nonprofits the competitive edge they need to
maximize their effectiveness and sustainability. The
Charismatic Organization: Eight Ways to Grow a
Nonprofit That Builds Buzz, Delights Donors, and
Energizes Employees draws an authoritative blueprint for
using social capital to transform good intentions into
concrete results."– Former President Bill Clinton
A Dash of Love, a Pinch of Hope, and a Whole Lot of
Good Cooking Lovina Miller should be thrilled. Pinecraft,
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Florida, has everything a young Amish woman could ask
for: sun, sand, volleyball games, and evening singings in
the park. But Pinecraft lacks the one thing Lovina
desperately wants—a pie shop of her own. She longs for
a place to gather with the community and serve the treat
she loves. A young carpenter named Noah Yoder strolls
into her life and offers a way to make her dream come
true. But before Noah and Lovina can build a shop—and
a life—together, they must each face heartaches from the
past. Is their new love stronger than their regrets? Find
inspiration, romance, and authentic Amish recipes for
everyone's favorite food—pie!
These easy-to-use and kid-focused talks build on the
attachment kids have to their favorite toys to help them
remember important lessons about God. These
resources are ideal for quick lessons or attention-getting
visuals to supplement existing lesson materials. Just use
items from your kitchen, craft basket, or tool chest to
create lessons that fascinate children, illustrate a biblical
truth, and deliver memorable messages your kids will
love.
Express Your Love In Your Colors! Nothing is cool more
than this! This incredible Adult Coloring Book is the
perfect way to relieve stress and while enjoying beautiful
and highly detailed images. Use Any Coloring
ToolsIncluding colored pencils, pens, and fine-tipped
markers. One Image Per PageEach image is printed on
one page to prevent bleed-through. Makes the Perfect
GiftSurprise that special someone in your life and make
them smile in a big hapiness. Buy Now, Start Coloring,
and Get the most of it ...
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A memoir of a bookworm growing up in Alaska among people whose resilience, restlessness, and
energy find their highest expression in winter
ascents of Mount McKinley or first descents of wild
rivers.
Unruly, unpredictable, love is a maddening deity. In
this insightful and eloquent meditation on that manysplendored thing, Lisa Appignanesi draws on history,
philosophy, psychology, literature, popular culture,
and her own experience in order to tangle with love's
paradoxes through the span of our lives. Beginning
with the rose-tinted raptures of first love, she
proceeds to love in marriage, the passions of
triangulated love, jealousy and adultery, love in the
family, and friendship, illuminating the expectations,
the joys and difficulties that accompany each stage.
We love, love, love you, little deer. Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year!! Babies and toddlers will love
holding, touching, and reading this merry little board
book with soft, cozy reindeer antlers. With Sandra
Magsamen's signature message of love, this book
shows every little deer how special they are during
the holiday season and all through the new year. An
adorable reissue of a beloved novelty board book
from Sandra Magsamen, the bestselling creator of
over 30 baby and toddler books, with sales of over
2.8 million copies worldwide!
Parents worry so much about the best things to feed
their babies, and eventually many opt for baby food
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sold in supermarkets. This may not be the option
because most of them have a high concentration of
chemicals and preservatives, making them the least
of healthiest choices. The best thing to do is to cut
down the dependence on them and go for
homemade baby foods. This book is created for
parents who have decided to give their babies the
best of healthy homemade foods. There are more
than 25 recipes in this book, and each one has been
tested and proven to be loaded with numerous
nutrients. This book will be your kitchen companion
as you feed your babies with new and nutritious
food. Think of the love you will put into making these
meals. Think of the glow you will feel in your heart as
you watch your babies grow. Nothing beat those
kinds of feeling. So, get this book now and treat your
babies to this. You will be thankful that you did.
Traditionally, nêhiyaw (Cree) laws are shared and
passed down through oral customs — stories, songs,
ceremonies — using lands, waters, animals, land
markings and other sacred rites. However, the loss
of the languages, customs, and traditions of
Indigenous peoples as a direct result of colonization
has necessitated this departure from the oral
tradition to record the physical laws of the nêhiyaw.
McAdam, a co-founder of the international
movement Idle No More, shares nêhiyaw laws so
that future generations, both nêhiyaw and nonIndigenous people, may understand and live by them
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to revitalize Indigenous nationhood.
A collection of poems, quotes and titles to celebrate
the younger child on cards, scrapbooks, and creative
projects.
Who left a baby on the cowboy’s doorstep? The
Coltons of Red Ridge continues! A note says the
infant left on ranch foreman Anders Colton’s porch
is a Colton. His baby? The beautiful rookie officer
who investigates is set on proving herself as a cop,
but when their lives are threatened, Elle Gage
moves in to protect the baby. Suddenly the lone wolf
is thinking family and must uncover little Bonnie’s
parentage before it’s too late.
This baby's not the only one in need of a cuddle...
Brant Wylder is a bachelor and loving it! He's in
Misty Bottoms, Georgia, property-hunting for his
vintage car repair shop when he gets the call. His
sister's been in an accident, and Brant has to drop
everything and take care of his five-month-old
nephew. That's the end of the bachelor lifestyle.
Bridal boutique owner Molly Stiles is all business all
the time, until she sees that Brant's in trouble. In this
Southern town, nobody ever has to go it alone. And
besides, how can she resist that beautiful baby in the
arms of a beautiful man...? Must Love Babies Series:
Must Love Babies (Book 1) I've Got You Babe (Book
2) For Baby and Me (Book 3) What People Are
Saying about Lynnette Austin: "A delightful, romantic
story about dreams, family, and first love..."—Fresh
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Fiction for The Best Laid Wedding Plans "An
emotional story about a deep love, forgiveness and
letting go."—Keeper Bookshelf for Picture Perfect
Wedding
A hilarious and deliciously scathing send-up of motherhood
as practiced in the upper echelons of Manhattan society, from
the coauthor of The Right Address and Wolves in Chic
Clothing. The mothers on Manhattan’s chic Upper East Side
are highly educated, extremely wealthy, and very competitive.
They throw themselves and all of their energy and resources
into full-time child rearing, turning their kids into the unwitting
pawns in a game where success is measured in precocious
achievements, jam-packed schedules, and elite privateschool pedigrees. Hannah Allen has recently moved to the
neighborhood with her New York City–bred investment
banker husband and their two-year-old daughter, Violet.
She’s immediately inundated by an outpouring of advice from
her not-so-well-intentioned new friends and her overbearing,
socially conscious mother-in-law, who coach her on matters
ranging from where to buy the must-have $300 baby dress to
how to get into the only pre-pre-preschool that counts.
Despite her better instincts and common sense, Hannah soon
finds herself caught up in the competitive whirl of high-stakes
mothering.
Getting Past the Tears is a fictional novel that tells of how
lives were affected by the war in Vietnam. It is set in Eastern
North Carolina and Southern Virginia during the late 1960s
and into the twenty-first century. It is the fifth and final book in
the series. Getting Past the Tears continues the story where
Gardenia Lane ends. Kay Peel was happily married to her
childhood sweetheart. Their lives were interrupted when her
husband was drafted into the army and deployed to Vietnam.
When the messengers arrived to notify Kay that her husband
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had been killed in action, she felt cheated out of the life they
had planned. She leans on God, her friends, and her late
husband's family to help her through her grief and broken
heart. She decides to concentrate on her job as a registered
nurse and close her heart to love to avoid having her heart
broken again. Quint Sterling is a handsome doctor who had
served in Vietnam. When he returned home from Vietnam, he
found that his wife had not waited for him. He was welcomed
home with divorce papers. His heart and dreams were
shattered. He swore off women for fear of being hurt again.
God has other plans for Kay and Quint. When the pretty
young widow and the handsome doctor meet, there is an
instant attraction between them. Even though Quint is fifteen
years older than Kay, the couple bonds. It is as if their broken
hearts reach out to each other. Neither of them is looking for
love. They become close friends. Their friendship becomes
the most important part of their lives. This is a story of how
love can mend broken hearts and restore broken dreams.
Through God's love, the couple realizes that what's gone is
gone. Their hearts heal by letting go of the past and moving
forward in love. True love conquers all. They find that love is
more joyful the second time around.
Looking for heart-racing romance and breathless suspense?
Want stories filled with life-and-death situations that cause
sparks to fly between adventurous, strong women and brave,
powerful men? Harlequin® Romantic Suspense brings you all
that and more with four new full-length titles in one collection!
THE COLTON COWBOY The Coltons of Red Ridge by Carla
Cassidy An abandoned baby unites sexy rancher Anders
Colton and rookie cop Elle Gage. Can they look past the
legendary family feud and their own skepticism on love to
open their hearts and keep the baby safe? THE BOUNTY
HUNTER’S BABY SURPRISE Top Secret Deliveries by Lisa
Childs When bounty hunter Jake Howard tries to apprehend
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beautiful bail jumper Lillian Davies, he’s in for a surprise:
she’s pregnant with his child! Before they can work out their
new little family, though, Jake and Lillian must clear her name
and find out who’s behind the attempts on her life.
HOMETOWN DETECTIVE Cold Case Detectives by Jennifer
Morey Nomadic detective Roman Cooper is sent to his
hometown to investigate a possible homicide. And his new
client, Kendra Scott, might compel him to do the unthinkable:
stay. SEDUCED BY THE BADGE To Serve and Seduce by
Deborah Fletcher Mello Armstrong Black doesn’t do
partners, and Danielle Winstead is not a team player. To find
their bad guy they have to trust each other. But their powerful
attraction throws an unexpected curveball in their
investigation!
For the Love of Babies: One Doctor's Stories About Life in the
Neonatal ICU invites readers into the NICU - one area in the
hospital that is unfamiliar and frightening to most people - and
demystifies the place where extraordinary things transpire.
This book is for anyone who has ever wondered how doctors
and nurses work under intense pressure to diagnose and
treat the smallest of patients and how parents cope with the
enormous emotional stresses facing them. It is a touching
and unforgettable glimpse into the triumph, loss, happiness,
and pain that make up the daily rhythms of life in the NICU.
Wanting to survive, desperate to fly like a free bird, she
turned to a young exotic lawyer who was also the current
CEO of the White Enterprise for help, to help her fight for her
justice and for all the things she had suffered. She was filled
with confidence. She clung to a tiny bit of hope left in her after
two years of being imprisoned by her past. However, what
she didn’t know was that the lawyer had already met her and
had been looking for her all over the place.
Your date with ski champ Jett Casey is an either/or deal.
He’ll take you off-piste for the ultimate Montana ski
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adventure or he’ll put his handyman skills at your disposal for
a week. Which one would you choose? Single mom Mardie
Griffin has a run-down old house in need of fixing and a
memory of Jett Casey as her savior in a time of great need.
So when her friends acquire Jett’s services at a bachelor
auction and send him to fix up her house, she sets aside her
mistrust of men and lets him in. Elite athlete Jett Casey has
the world at his feet and no desire for stability. But there’s
one woman he’s never forgotten and if he can help make her
safe this time, maybe she’ll stop haunting him. No strings, no
sex, no commitment. Just fix things. Surely it can’t be that
difficult… First published as What a Bachelor Needs
Embracing the crossroads that made the region distinctive,
this book reveals how American families have always been
characterized by greater diversity than idealizations of the
traditional family have allowed. He essays show how family
life figured prominently in relations to larger struggles for
conquest and control.
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